Mouflon Ram Hunting in Czech Republic
This hunt is conducted in the northern part of Czech Republic amongst some
spectacular scenery for one of the smallest wild sheep in the world.
Hunting
Hunting is done by several methods, spot and stalk from a vehicle, stalking/still
hunting and from tree stands that are strategically positioned at feeding areas
or on game trails. All methods are highly effective and you should be able to
harvest a good quality ram in the 3 days of hunting. Mouflon are mainly a
forest dwelling animal but are found in cultivated fields early morning and late
evening feeding on the better quality feed available on crops and cultivation.

Getting there
You simply fly into Prague international airport where you will clear your rifle
through customs (very simple procedure) and pay a small license fee. Once you
come out of customs you will be met by the outfitter and taken by vehicle to
the hunting area around 3 hours’ drive. Prague is easily accessible through
most European cities having daily flights. Once you have cleared customs here
you can travel through any other EU country without having to apply for
another firearm license.

Accommodation
You will be staying in comfortable hunting lodges or small country hotels
where all meals are provided including drinks (alcohol extra). Some lodges are
right near the hunt areas and you will be picked up and dropped off after your
morning and evening hunts.

What to bring
. Plan for a normal 3 day hunt, there is no camping out so you won’t need a
sleeping bag or any other gear for camping. Comfortable boots, binoculars,
cammo hunting clothes, a warm jacket for morning and evening, headlamp or
torch, camera and personal gear. If you intend to add this to a summer
roebuck hunt then you should include some lightweight hunting clothes
appropriate for summer hunting. Silent stalking clothing is a must for forest
hunting
Seasons
August 1st to December 31st
Cost
3 day hunt 1 x 1 including 1 ram up to 195 CIC 3,000 euros
3 day hunt 1 x 1 including 1 ram up to 215 CIC 4,950 euros
Trophies larger than 215 CIC will attract a surcharge

Included in the hunt cost
Accommodation in hunting lodges and hotels, all meals and drinks (no alcohol),
guiding 1 x 1, trophy fee for ram 195 CIC first package or 215CIC points
second package, all transport within the hunting area, field preparation of
trophies, transport of trophies to taxidermist, trophy evaluation.
Trophy evaluation takes place with clients/hunters present

Not included in hunt cost
Transport from airport to hunt area and return 350 euro per group, Firearm
import fee for non EU citizen 20.00 euro each, alcohol, tips to guides (no
obligation), mounting of trophies, packing and shipping trophies,
accommodation before and after the hunt. Rifle rental 150 euro It is highly
recommended to rent a quality rifle from the outfitter as this will make for
much easier travel to and from your destination.

Insurance
Whilst all care is taken with our hunts, hunting is a potentially hazardous
pursuit and we cannot be held responsible for any misfortune that maybe
encountered. We strongly advise all our clients to arrange suitable insurance
cover prior to leaving home.

Summary
This is a great hunt for one of the most striking wild sheep in the world and
Czech Republic has the best hunting and the biggest rams without a doubt.
These rams like all sheep have great eyesight and can be quite spooky but you
will be hunting with a top guide who has under his control huge areas in the
best trophy producing region of the country.

